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INTENDED AUDIENCE
This document outlines the steps in the deployment and configuration of the Assa Abloy connected smart locks using the Ruckus 
Networks wireless infrastructure. The document has been written for use by systems engineers. A background in the Ruckus 
wireless infrastructure as well as the Assa Abloy connected locks is recommended. 
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INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) deployments are often complex and involve products and services at various layers: devices/endpoints, 
network infrastructure, middleware and platform/services. Market complexity at each layer makes deployments risky and requires 
extensive integration services. Network silos at each layer necessitate the duplication of equipment and cabling thereby making 
deployments expensive. Furthermore, such patched together solutions give rise to security vulnerabilities.

Ruckus + Assa Abloy offer an integrated, unified solution for connected, smart door locks. The solution leverages off the Ruckus 
Wireless Wi-Fi infrastructure and Assa Abloy’s leading position in the door-opening marketplace. This integrated approach simplifies 
device/endpoint onboarding, establishes uniform security protocols and unifies device/endpoint management and policy setting.

This document provides a step-by-step guide to setting up and configuring a connected lock solution using locks provided by Assa 
Abloy and wireless infrastructure provided by Ruckus.
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OVERVIEW
MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS
The Figure below depicts the major system components. Their functionality is summarized in the subsequent table. 

Network

Ruckus vSZ

Ruckus vSZ

Wi-Fi

LEGEND

IoT

Ruckus vSZ

Wi-Fi Devices

Smart Lock
(ASSA ABLOY)

Access Point
(Ruckus)

Zigbee AAGS

Wi-Fi

Subsystem / Component Description

SmartZone Network  
Controller

The Ruckus SmartZone Network Controller simplifies the complexity of scaling and managing Ruckus access 
points (APs) and switches. All physical (SZ100 / SZ300) and virtual (VSZ-E / VSZ-H) SmartZone appliances support 
network configuration, monitoring, provisioning, discovery, planning, troubleshooting, performance manage-
ment, security and reporting. SmartZone network controllers are essential to managing Ruckus IoT-ready APs.

Access Points The Ruckus family of Wi-Fi APs includes a variety of form factors, performance tiers, and price points. Many Ruck-
us APs can be upgraded with a Ruckus IoT Module to support IoT services such as Zigbee. Specific models that 
can be equipped include: H510, R510, T310, E510, R610, T610, R710, R720

IoT Controller The Ruckus IoT Controller is available as a virtual machine and is the management platform for provisioning and 
on-boarding Ruckus IoT Modules and also provides connectivity to smart lock management platforms such as 
the Assa Abloy Visionline platform.

Smart Door Lock Assa Abloy smart door locks are Zigbee capable and communicate with Zigbee enabled Ruckus APs. Using a 
variety of test cards one can activate various door lock functions. Creation of these test cards is discussed later 
within this document.

Visionline Server This Assa Abloy Windows based server is the services and management platform for controlling and setting 
policy for the smart door locks.

Wi-Fi Devices Wi-Fi devices such as smartphones, tablets and laptops that connect to the Ruckus wireless infrastructure.

Network The network that provides connectivity between the various components above.
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DATA PATHS
Data is sent between an Assa Abloy Smart Door Lock to the Assa Abloy Visionline Server over the Ruckus wireless infrastructure. The 
Smart Door Lock connects using Zigbee to a Ruckus I100 IoT Module attached to an upgraded Ruckus IoT-ready AP or to a Ruckus 
IoT-embedded AP. The Ruckus AP then forwards the data to the Ruckus IoT Controller which then forwards this to the Visionline 
server, thus completing the data path. 

Management data is transmitted between the SmartZone Network Controller and Ruckus APs for onboarding and management of 
the wireless infrastructure and is not a part of the end-to-end data path. 

 

Hotel PMS network

Wi-Fi

IoT

Wi-Fi Data Plane:
Local Break-Out

Ruckus IoT Controller

IoT Control + Management Plane

Ruckus Virtual SmartZone

Physical
Security Lock Light

Location
Based

Services

IoT Control + Management Plane

Wi-Fi Control + Management Plane

IoT Control + Management Plane

Wi-Fi Control + Management Plane
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VERSIONS
The following versions/options are required for the integrated setup.

Component Version

Ruckus SmartZone 3.6.1.2.10051 or higher. Note that the version must be IoT capable. Higher versions (such as 5.0) may not be IoT 
capable.

Ruckus IoT Controller 1.0 or higher

AAGS Visionline Server Visionline 1.22.0 or higher. Required Options
 • Online
 • Online advance
 • Online via generic network infrastructure Zigbee
 • # of online rooms
 • Web service for callbacks
 • Web service for checking and confirming alarms
 • Web service for reading network nodes
 • Web service for sending open/close commands to doors

AAGS Smart Door Locks 3G and/or 4G RFID lock with Zigbee
Lock firmware 3.17.36.1 or higher
Zigbee end node firmware 3.0.60 or higher
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DESIGN & INSTALLATION
This section addresses the design and installation considerations pertaining to the various system components.

WI-FI INFRASTRUCTURE, COVERAGE & AP PLACEMENT
The design and installation of the Wi-Fi infrastructure (number and placement of APs, switches, power, etc.) is beyond the scope of 
this document. There are a number of Design and Best Practice Guides available from Ruckus on how to deploy Wi-Fi in a hospitality 
environment.

ZIGBEE COVERAGE
The Zigbee coverage requirement is -65 dBm. In most cases, not all APs need to be equipped with the I100 module to provide 
sufficient Zigbee coverage to the all the door locks in a hospitality environment. In a hotel, APs are deployed to provide in room as 
well as in-corridor coverage. This typically results in placing APs in the corridors as well as in the room. Equipping the corridor APs 
with I100 should provide sufficient Zigbee coverage in most cases. 

All hospitality sites are different from a RF Coverage perspective and it is recommended that a site survey be performed with a RF 
Sniffer to ensure that sufficient Zigbee coverage will be obtained at the door locks.

RUCKUS IoT READY INFRASTRUCTURE
As described in the Ruckus IoT Suite Getting Started Guide1, this consists of installing the following 

1. Ruckus SmartZone Network Controller

2. Ruckus Access Points

3. Ruckus I100 IoT Module on the Ruckus AP

4. Ruckus IoT Controller

RUCKUS SMARTZONE NETWORK CONTROLLER
The Ruckus SmartZone Network Controller is available as either an appliance (SZ-100) or a virtual controller. The virtual controller is 
available as an *.ova file and can be installed on the VMWare/ESXi hypervisor. Specifications regarding the minimum requirements 
for CPU, Memory, Disk, etc. are provided in the Getting Started Guide2. This guide also contains detailed installation instructions for 
various virtualization platforms.

Given below is a brief summary of the relevant steps.

1. Download the relevant image (such as *.ova file) and upload to the Hypervisor

2. Configure the CPU, RAM, Disk, etc. for the image. This is determined by the number of APs, clients, etc. to be supported and is 
specified in the Guide mentioned above. Also, delete Network Adapter 2 and 3.

3. Launch the image and wait for it to power up on the hypervisor console

4. Perform the basic configuration:

a. Login in with ‘admin’ for both username and password

b. Enter ‘setup’ command and press enter

c. For example, Enter ‘1’ for Essentials and press enter

d. Enter ‘Y’ and press enter

e. Enter ‘1’ for IPv4 and press enter

f. Enter ‘2’ for DHCP and press enter

g. Note down the assigned IP address to use later for accessing vSZ web UI and enter ‘y’ for yes to and press enter

h. Enter the primary DNS that the IoT Controller uses (refer back to ‘Get Network Info’ command) and press enter

1  Ruckus IOT Suite Getting Started Guide
2  Ruckus SmartZone Getting Started Guide
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i. Enter secondary DNS if applicable, otherwise leave blank and press enter

j. Enter Control NAT IP if applicable, otherwise leave blank and press enter

k. Enter ‘restart network’ to restart changes made and press enter

l. Type ‘setup’ and press enter

m. Type ‘NO’ when asked setup network and press enter

n. Type ‘c” to create new cluster and press enter

o. Enter a cluster name (ie: Vingcard) and press enter

p. Enter a controller description (ie: vrIoT) and press enter

q. Type ‘y’ to confirm settings are correct and press enter

r. Enter a controller blade name and press enter

s. Press enter @ system UTC

t. Press enter @ NTP server

u. Type ‘N’ when asked to convert ZoneDirector APs and press enter

v. Enter a new admin password and press enter, then enter it again and press enter

w. Enter a CLI enable command password and press enter, then enter it again and press enter

x. Wait for setup to complete

5. Access the instance via https using its IP address and port 8443. The username is admin and the password are the one set 
above.

RUCKUS ACCESS POINTS (APS)
Deployment of Ruckus APs is beyond the scope of this document. Depending on the AP model number, detailed installation 
instructions are available from Ruckus.

After the APs have been installed, one needs to ensure that they have been “discovered” by the Ruckus SmartZone Network 
Controller. Once this discovery has taken place, the controller will automatically upgrade the AP firmware.

RUCKUS I100 IoT MODULE
Detailed instructions for installing the I100 IoT module on the AP are available in the I100 Setup Guide.3 

RUCKUS IoT CONTROLLER
The Ruckus IoT Controller is a virtual controller that is available as a *.ova file that can be installed on the VMware ESXi hypervisor. 
Detailed installation instructions including the CPU, RAM, Disk, etc. requirements are contained in the IoT Controller Installation 
Guide.4 

Given below is a summary of the relevant steps for installing this on the VMWare ESXi platform.

1. Download the *.ova image and upload to the ESXi server

2. Verify that the instance has 2 vCPUs, 2 GB RAM and 8GB disk

3. Power up the instance and access it via the console. Credentials are admin/admin

4. Enter 1 to get the IP address of the virtual machine

5. Access the instance via a Web browser. Both http and https are supported

6. In the initialization page, select all the services and also specify the FQDN for this instance

7. Confirm the configuration information and click Start

8. The IoT Controller page is now displayed. Credentials are admin/admin
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ASSA ABLOY VISIONLINE SERVER
This is a Windows based server. After installation, its IP Address/FQDN as well as the login credentials should be noted.

CREATING ZIGBEE FUNCTION CARDS FOR AAGS LOCKS
These exercise various door lock functions and are required for the binding process as well as for verification and troubleshooting. 
They can be created using the Visionline server as follows:

1. You will need 2 x 4K Mifare keys (Staff keys)

a. Set sub product Zigbee key

b. Start discovery in Zigbee

2. Visionline operator who has access to login and create Zigbee setup cards

3. In the Navigation window to the left, scroll down to SETUP CARDS

4. Select ZIGBEE CONFIGURATION

5. Click the ‘…’ button to select the user the key is being issued for

6. Set the number of days you want this key to be valid for

7. Under type, select SET SUB PRODUCT ZIGBEE

8. Click ‘Make card’ button

9. Repeat steps 3-8 with the exception of step 7, select START DISCOVERY IN ZIGBEE 
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CONFIGURATION
This section outlines the configuration steps for each subsystem.

RUCKUS ACCESS POINTS
The access point needs to be provisioned with an IoT controller IP address. This can be done either using DHCP Option 43 or using 
AP CLI.

DHCP OPTION
The DHCP server could be run on ICX switch or any server. This section presents an example configuration for ICX switch. Please 
note the use of option 43, sub-codes 6 for vSZ controller IP and 21 (hex 15) for the IoT controller IP.

ip dhcp-server pool group1
 excluded-address 172.16.101.254
 lease 1 0 0
 network 172.16.101.0 255.255.255.0
 option  3 ip 172.16.101.254  
 option  6 ip 8.8.8.8  
 option  43 hex 060e3137322e31362e3230302e323030150e3137322e31362e3230302e313030
 deploy

AP CLI
1. Log into the AP via ssh (Terminal on MAC or Putty on a PC)

2. Credentials are those listed in the SmartZone Controller (Access Points->AP->Configure->AP Configuration->AP Admin Logon)

3. Enter the following commands

set IoTg-mqtt-brokerip <IoT Controller IP>
set IoTg-mqtt-ssl 1
set IoTg-mqtt-port 8883
set IoTg-enable 1

As shown below, the AP will now appear in the IoT Controller “IoT APs” screen. Repeat the above for all APs.
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RUCKUS IoT CONTROLLER
Assa Abloy Plugin
As shown below, the Assa Abloy plugin needs to be activated in the IoT Controller. The IP address and credentials for the Visionline 
Server are obtained after its installation.
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ONBOARDING & BINDING LOCKS
There are two methods of onboarding and binding the locks: (a) Keycard method and (b) Lock Service 3G method. These are detailed 
below.

KeyCard Method (Preferred)
1. On the Ruckus IoT Controller, Go to the IoT APs module

2. All APs previously provisioned should now appear here and awaiting approval

3. Check the box next to the APs, select APPROVE in the batch action drop down, and then click APPLY

4. A pop confirmation of the approval should appear

5. Repeat for each AP

 

6. Double click on an AP to open the properties

7. Change the MODE to ZIGBEE(AAGS) and click apply

8. A popup confirmation of the changes will appear

9. Once the AP comes back up, it’s ready to bind with a lock

10. Repeat for all APs
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11. Click Scan for IoT Devices button and a pop-up window will appear that shows it’s scanning

 

12. DEVICE SCAN STATUS should pop up indicating IoT is actively scanning

13. Create a Zigbee function keycard. (refer to “Creating Zigbee function cards for AAGS locks” section)

14. A device should now appear in list

15. Enter the preferred name, such as the room number, under the NAME field and click ACCEPT.  Once the device has been 
accepted, it will no longer appear in the scan window.

16. Repeat steps 13-15 for any other locks that are to be connected to this AP

17. Once complete, click STOP SCANNIG and repeat all steps above for the next AP
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18. Go to the IoT DEVICE module at the top of the window

19. All accepted locks should now appear in this list

20. Perform end to end testing to confirm lock events are posting to Visionline and you’re able to send online commands to the lock

 

Lock Service 3G Method 
This method requires authorized users of Lock Service 3G.

1. On the Ruckus IoT Controller, Go to the IoT APs module

2. All APs previously provisioned should now appear here and awaiting approval

3. Check the box next to the APs, select APPROVE in the batch action drop down, and then click APPLY

4. A pop confirmation of the approval should appear

5. Repeat for each AP
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6. Double click on an AP to open the properties

7. Change the MODE to ZIGBEE(AAGS) and click apply

8. A popup confirmation of the changes will appear

9. Once the AP comes back up, it’s ready to bind with a lock

10. Repeat for all APs

 

11. Click Scan for IoT Devices button and a pop-up window will appear that shows it’s scanning

 

12. Connect Service PC to the lock

13. Under CONFIGURE LOCK, select ‘Set sub product Zigbee’ and press ‘Set’

a. LCU LED should respond with single green flash

14. Under CONFIGURE LOCK, select ‘Start discovery in Zigbee’ and press ‘Set’

a. LCU LED should respond with a quick green flutter

15. Disconnect Service PC from lock
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16. Present a valid guest key to the lock to operate it

17. A device should appear when the IoT AP found the lock

18. Enter the room number/name under the IoT Device Name field

19. Click on the ALLOW

20. This lock should now appear under the IoT Devices module

 

21. Check Visionline Sysmon to confirm if lock events are populating

22. Perform Visionline any online lock commands to confirm functionality
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VERIFICATION & TROUBLESHOOTING
Overall system operation can be verified by making sure that any action on the lock (such as open/close, use of various test cards, 
etc.) is reflected in the Visionline Server. Conversely, any control action (such as door open/close) initiated in the Visionline Server 
should be reflected in a corresponding action in the chosen lock.

The following troubleshooting tools can be used to verify communications on the various segments of the Smart Door Lock to 
Visionline Server path.

ZIGBEE SNIFFER
Recommended Zigbee Sniffer S/W and hardware modules:

Software:
 • Ubiqua Protocol Analyzer: https://www.ubilogix.com/ubiqua/    (Software license/subscription required)
 • TI SmartRF Packet Sniffer: http://www.ti.com/tool/PACKET-SNIFFER   (Free & provides Wireshark integration)

USB Capture Device:
 • TI CC 2531 USB Module: http://www.ti.com/tool/cc2531emk

*Please refer SmartRF documentation for all the supported capture devices

This can be used to examine the door lock to AP communications over Zigbee. 
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IoT CONTROLLER COMMUNICATIONS DEBUGGER
Option 8 on the IoT controller invokes the Comm Debugger, which can be used to examine AP to IoT Controller communications.

VISIONLINE EVENT LOGGER
The Event Log on the Visionline Server can be examined to analyze events as seen by the server.
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